Trended Credit*Hi-Lite

Make important risk and regulatory decisions quickly and accurately
The consumer credit landscape has changed significantly in recent years, and the impact of a turbulent economy with rapidly evolving consumer behaviors makes risk mitigation more important than ever. At Equifax, we make it our top priority to help you leverage relevant and actionable consumer information that provides unprecedented insight into a borrower's credit capacity, credibility and collateral to help you make more sound risk and regulatory decisions.

That's why we've enhanced our flagship tri-merge credit report to include trended credit data. This new industry standard is being implemented to help make the home mortgage market smarter, safer and open to more consumers. **Trended Credit*Hi-Lite™** expands the credit information used for evaluating a home loan applicant by supplementing the traditional moment-in-time snapshot of an applicant's credit balances with a more dynamic two-year view of payments and balances. See reverse for sample report snapshot.

What is trended credit data?
Trended credit data provides an expanded, more granular view of the consumer by leveraging 24 months of specific consumer payment behavior — including scheduled payments, actual payments and past balances. With 24 months of historical payment data of the consumer, lenders are able to extract meaningful statistics to help predict future behavior.

Using trended credit data will help mortgage lenders examine how consumers are managing their credit accounts over time. Today, you can see consumers' existing balances and determine whether they have paid their bills on time; however, generally you cannot tell if consumers are consistently carrying debt loads on revolving accounts such as credit cards, or whether they pay their balances in full every month.

For example, a consumer with a large credit card balance who pays in full every month likely has a higher creditworthiness than a consumer with a large credit card balance who makes only the minimum required payment each month. Existing credit reports can't always differentiate between these two types of consumers.

Using trended credit data will help mortgage lenders examine how consumers are managing their credit accounts over time.

Key benefits
- **Current, reliable consumer credit data** — In single, dual, or tri-merge formats* for efficient loan originations
- **Speed and reliability** — Industry-leading customer service, turnaround, and system availability/disaster recovery processes
- **Deeper insights** — Trended credit data offers 24 months of past payment trends to help better predict risk
- **Latest enhanced Equifax credit file** — Tri-merge files will move from ACRO 5 to TotalView, which will have enhanced information in addition to trended credit data
- **Ease of integration** — “Plug and play” integration to leading Loan Origination, Automated Underwriting, and Point of Sale systems
- **Flexibility** — Approved for QC use with delivery of soft inquiries that do not impact the borrower's credit score
Reliable system stability and supplemental information

Disruptions in service access can lead to inefficiencies and negatively impact your borrower’s experience. Equifax has a long history of system stability — averaging 99.9%. When you access our stable credit repository platform, you can order single, dual or tri-merge reports that contain consumer credit information related to payment history, as well as other supplemental products that help make your loan origination process easier:

- **Edited Credit**®Hi-Lite — helps you obtain updated credit report information to satisfy underwriting requirements and can be ordered after Credit**®Hi-Lite as a supplemental report. It can be used to update tradelines or public record information, develop landlord references or add a credit reference that has not yet been reported to the credit reporting agencies.

- **International mortgage credit reports** — can be used to assess borrowers who have lived and/or established credit outside of the United States.

- **Expedited consumer dispute process** — helps you facilitate the correction of potential errors on the consumer credit file with all three credit repositories and allows a re-pull of Credit**®Hi-Lite with an updated score based on the changes that were requested.

- **IntelliMerge** — helps save you time and money by using minimum consumer-level credit attributes to control the number of credit repositories accessed in order to “prequalify” borrowers. For example, you can set the criteria to only return a tri-merge report if a borrower’s primary FICO® score is greater than 620, and Credit**®Hi-Lite will only be returned on those borrowers above this threshold.

- **Comply ID** — helps facilitate compliance with the federal “Red Flag” regulations (as defined by the FACT Act) by identifying and resolving bureau alerts and ID discrepancies and providing tracking and reporting for compliance measures.

- **Risk-based pricing letter service** — is a Credit Score Disclosure Exception Notice with current scores and a score distribution percentage for all scores reported on the credit report. The current credit score disclosure statement used to support the score disclosure required by Section 609(g) of the Fair Credit Reporting Act will be enhanced to support both a Credit Score Disclosure Exception Notice and a notice for use in the case when no credit score is available.

- **CreditXpert**® — consumer credit score optimization tools that help you approve more applicants by providing the credit quality information they need to better understand your offer.

- **Undisclosed Debt Monitoring**TM — a proprietary platform that monitors the “quiet period” between the time of the original credit report and the closing of the loan — includes daily activity alerts that may represent potential risk to the lender if undisclosed liabilities are not identified and addressed prior to closing the loan.
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Equifax has a long history of system stability — averaging 99.9%